


1. M�ns��� �� lo� R��no� 7min 07 s
Message from the Kingdoms

2. Na����z� 3min 11 s
Naturaleza / Nature

3. P��rta� �� l� C��pa�i�� 8min 37 s
The Doors of Compassion

4. S�nat� B���� 7min 04 s
Sonata Bambú / Bamboo Sonata

5. Ll�mad� �� R�r��m� 5min 16 s
Call of Roraima

6. C����ho� Su�i� 5min 03 s
Caminos Sutiles / Subtle Paths

7. Bl�nc� E��n�i� 8min 07 s
White Essence

8. T���l� d� S�� 8min 08 s
Templo del Sol / Temple of the Sun

9. P�e�� 4min 13 s
Plegaria / Prayer

10. Fl�� �� l� P�� 5min 14 s
Flower of Peace

Voces / voices (1, 3, 7, 10); coro femenino / female choir (5); guitarras / guitars (1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 9, 10); cello (1, 3, 4, 8); flauta / flute (1, 10);
violín / violin (3, 6); percusión / percussion (3); marimba (7); sonidos de la naturaleza / sounds from nature (7); piano (4, 8).
El contenido de este CD fue grabado en sistema analógico, en Figueira – Brasil, durante la primavera de 2009. / The contents of this
CD were analogically recorded in Figueira – Brazil, during the spring of 2009.
Grabación y proyecto gráfico: Voluntarios de Irdin Editora / Recorded and graphic design by volunteers of Irdin Editora.

FICHA TÉCNICA

Cueva de los Tayos is the name of an
Intraterrestrial Retreat that is projected
on the surface of the planet in a moun-
tainous region of Ecuador. It takes its
name from a system of caves that exists
there, where nocturnal birds called Oil
Birds live.

Intraterrestrial Retreats are nuclei
of consciousness that exist within a level of
real time of the universe, different to what
we experience on the surface of the Earth.
They have custody of information about
advanced and occult processes of the plan-
et which is stored in Solar Disks.

Jasintah is the mantra that connects us
to the Solar Disc that exists in the Cave of
the Oil Birds, and which helps humanity
to contact its innermost essence and re-
engage with its cosmic course.

Roraima is an Intraterrestrial Retreat
that is projected in a mountain range at
the frontier of Brazil with Venezuela. In
that location there is an intraterrestrial

monastery that guides us into contact
with the feminine principle.

Urinam is the vibratory key that connects
us with the Solar Disc of Roraima.

Ciudad Blanca is an Intraterrestrial Re-
treat projected in the Jungle of Mosquitia,
in Honduras. Its task is tied to the rescue
of the original purity of all Kingdoms.

Aromane is the vibrational key that
connects us with its Solar Disc of Ciudad
Blanca, also currently projected in Mirna
Jad.

Mainhdra is the mantric name related to
the manifestation of the Universal Mother
in the Earth.
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